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The best possible constant D,,, in the inequality I ss dx dy f (x)g(x - y) h( y)l < 
Dsgt Ilf II,, Ilg /Ia II h llt, P, a t 2 1, I/P -I- l/q + l/t = 2, is determined; the 
equality is reached if f, g, and h are appropriate Gaussians. The same is shown 
to be true for the converse inequality (0 < p, q < I, t < 0), in which case the 
inequality is reversed. Furthermore, an analogous property is proved for an 
integral of K functions over n variables, each function depending on a linear 
combination of the n variables; some of the functions may be taken to be fixed 
Gaussians. Two applications are given, one of which is a proof of Nelson’s 
hypercontractive inequality. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical inequality of Young is that 
Ilf * g IL G llf II, II g II* > S-1) 
where * means convolution, l/p + l/q = 1 + I/r, p, q, r 2 1 and f and 
g are functions on R. Alternatively, (1.1) is equivalent to 
I= / j-j-fbW -Y) 4~) dx dy j ,< Ilfll, II g IL II h I/t > (1.2) 
when l/p + l/q + l/t = 2. Unlike HSlder’s inequality, 
llfg III. d llfll, Ilk? /IQ 
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(l/p + 1 /q = 1 /r), the best possible constant in (1. I) is not unity. About 
a year ago, Beckner [l] showed that Gaussians give the best constant 
when 1 < p, q, t < 2, by finding the best constant in the Hausdorff- 
Young inequality. The latter result is very deep, but will not play a role 
in this paper. Thus the conjecture was raised that for allp, q, r, Gaussians 
give the best constant in (1 .l) and (1.2). This fact was proved simulta- 
neously by Beckner [l] and us by different methods. We report our 
method here because it also leads to a generalization of (1.2), namely 
to integrals involving K functions instead of 3 and to integrations over n 
variables instead of 2. This is contained in Theorem 1 and the explicit 
constant for (1.2) is in Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20). 
In Section 3, we also find the best constant in the converse of Young’s 
inequality (Eq. (1 .l) with the reversed inequality, for 0 < p, q, r < I), 
first shown by Leindler [2]. In particular, we rederive the PrCkopa- 
Leinder inequality [3-51. In Section 4 we show that, as far as Young’s 
inequality and its converse are concerned, the equality holds uniquely 
for Gaussians. We are not able to show this for the general inequality of 
Theorem 1; this remains an open question. Section 5 contains two 
applications of Theorem 1: Nelson’s hypercontractivity theorem and an 
inequality in statistical mechanics. 
An amusing example of Theorem 1 which shows how Gaussians 
arise, and which can be done by elementary methods is the following: let 
J = j j f(x) g(y) 4x -Y) 4x + Y) dx 4. 
Thus, using the Schwarz inequality, 
I J I < [j j I f(x)gbWx dy]l'z[ j j I 4" -Y> k(x + ~11” d~4]1’2 
= ~4’~ llfll, II g II2 II h II2 II k II2 . 
Equality holds iff(x) g(y) is proportional to h(x - y) K(x + y). But this 
is true for the Gaussians f(x) = g(x) = exp(-2x2), h(x) = k(x) = 
exp(-x2). Thus, 2-112 is the best constant. 
The general case is not as simple as this example. The idea behind 
our proof is that IM can trivially be written as an integral over RM x [WM. 
However, by the rearrangement inequality [6-91, I IM 1 can be increased 
by replacing f(xr ,..., xM) z If( .a* If( by its spherically sym- 
metric, decreasing rearrangement, F, and similarly for g and h. This 
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rearrangement does not affect the Lp norms. The main fact is that for 
large M, all spherically symmetric, decreasing functions look like 
Gaussians in some sense. The proof is concluded by letting M+ co. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let n and k be integers with 1 < n < k. Let pi , 
1 ,< i < k be real numbers such that 1 < P; S GO, x,“=, l/pi = n. Let 
fi , 1” <j < k, be complex-valued functio,,’ ‘on- R, 
Let aj, 1 < j < k, be vectors in W, and let 
and let fi E Lpi@). 
W4 = IRn d”x fI .h(W, x>). (2.1) 
j=l 
(2.2) 
1 ,..., 4, (2.3) 
the supremum being taken over the class G of all Gaussian functions with 
maximum at the origin. 
The value of D will be exhibited in Section 2.3. 
2.1 Auxiliary Remarks 
Let us first pave the way for the proof of Theorem 1 with some 
remarks and propositions. 
Obviously it is sufficient to consider only non-negative functions fi , 
since taking the absolute values of all fj increases / ]({&})I and does not 
change the Lp norms. 
In the same way, one can restrict oneself to symmetric decreasing 
functions. To see this, let us introduce the symmetric decreasing 
rearrangement f * of a non-negative function f, [6]: f * is the symmetric 
decreasing function that is equimeasurable to f, i.e., the sets {x E R I 
f(x) >, a} and {x E R If*(x) >, z> h ave equal Lebesgue measures for 
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all x > 0. Obviously, f and f * have equal p-norms. Also, according to 
a theorem proved by Luttinger and ourselves [9], 
We shall further need a generalization of the inequality (2.4) to 
functions of several variables, also given in [9]. Given a non-negative 
function f(x), XE UP, its Schwarz symmetrization f * (spherically 
symmetric decreasing rearrangement) is defined as the spherically 
symmetric function which is decreasing in radial directions and which is 
equimeasurable to f. Then the inequality reads 
f R”M dnxl a.. dnxM fifj((aj, x1),..., (aj, xM)) 3=1 
< s R”M d”xl **a dnxM I”r fj*(<aj, xl> ,..., (aj, x&). j=l 
The derivation in [9] of Eq. (2.5) f rom Eq. (2.4) follows Sobolev’s method 
PI. 
Now, restricting ourselves to non-negative, symmetric decreasing 
functions fi , each of those functions can be approximated pointwise 
from below by functions of the type 
Here, the xm are characteristic functions of symmetric intervals [-P, P], 
with P > Pfl. Note that the function fjK(x) takes only K different 
positive values, namely, hjl = gil, hj2 = gjl + gj2,..., hjK = gjl + * ** + gjK. 
As K+ 00, fjKW tf64 f or all x E R, and hence by monotone 
convergence 
IlfjKll,~tllfjll,j~~~~fjK~~~~~~fi~~. (2.7) 
The latter remains true if I({f,}) = co. 
As a consequence of Eq. (2.7), it suffices now to prove Theorem 1 
for step functions of the form given in Eq. (2.6). We conclude this 
subsection with two useful propositions. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let t,hj , 1 <j < K, be non-negative functions in 
LP(RM),p 3 1. Then 
lb 11 
K 9% b K-l'* 5 II $9 IL?, 
j=l 'B j=l 
where l/p + l/q = 1. 
Proof. Hijlder’s inequality applied to a finite sum yields 
However, 
PROPOSITION 3. Let ya be the characteristic function of the ball 
{x E RM : 1 x 1 < a}, and let 
Mx) = exp[(l - x2/a") JV~JI, 
so that va(x) < y&(x). Then 
Proof. If sZM is the surface area of a unit sphere in M dimensions, 
I/ $,I\: = QMeMi2 O” dx x”-1e-Mxe12aZ = ij QMeM/2aM(2/M)M/2 F(M/2). 
Hence, by Stirling’s formula 
(II 4, II,/11 vu II2 = WV + ~YPWWl”~2 
< (TM)~‘~ e1’(6M) < 3 m. Q.E.D. 
These foundations being laid, we can turn to the proof of Theorem 1. 
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2.2 Proof of Theorem 1 
As explained above, each of the functions&. can be taken to be a step 
function of the form (2.6), all with the same number of steps, say K. 
Now write 
Let Fj(x, ,..., x,) be the IWM Schwarz symmetrization of nE=, fj(xm). 
Then by Eq. (2.5) the last integral is not larger than 
s WM dnxl --* dnxM fi Fj((ai, xl) ,..., (aj, x,&). j=l 
Now notice that fi(x) only takes K positive values, say hil,..., hjK. Then 
JJz=, fj(xm) and Fj take the values (ht)OLl(ht)az *.* (hf)aK, with 01, E 
(0 ,..., M), and x:“,=, 01, = M. The number of values taken by Fj is thus 
certainly smaller than (M + l)K. We can write 
w+1F 
F,j = C Hjmv”, (2.8) 
m=l 
where the rlrn are characteristic functions of M-dimensional balls centered 
at the origin. Then, by Proposition 2 
llfj 116 = IlFj Up5 B (M + l)-K’a5x Hj”II rim llpj 9 
112 
where l/pi + l/pi = 1. Altogether, this gives 




ml -a. Cm, H,“1 *.. HpJWnM d’Sc, es- d”x, jJi”il ,lm@‘, x1),..., (a’, xM)) 
c ,,...c,~H~1...H~n,k=1117jm511P, 
(2.9) 
Now pick any K-tuple of characteristic functions Q ,..., Q of balls 
with radii b, ,..., bl, . Define 
+j = exp[(l - x2/bj2) M/2p,l. 
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Then, by Proposition 3 
_ SW+, d”x, .-* d 
< (3&f) “XM n,“_,+j(w Xl),...,+& x&f)) 
; 
I-g, II dj llDj 
. (2.10) 
Since each 4i is a product of M one-dimensional Gaussians, the quotient 
on the right side of Eq. (2.10) is at most D”, by the very definition of 
D, Eq. (2.3). Using this together with Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10), we get 
WJ) < [(M + l)(k-~~K(31/-)nll’M D I”I llfi llSj - 
j=l 
The desired result is obtained by letting M go to co. Q.E.D. 
2.3 Computation of the Best Constant, D 
We now proceed to compute the supremum D in Eq. (2.2). Let 
+jj(~) = exp(-szjx”). Then 
s,” IJ d”x !*, #j((ai, x)) = ?m12(det &l/2, 
where the n x n matrix A is given by 




det A = C Jszs , 
lSl=n 
zs = n zj , 
jSS 
and Js , S = (j, ,..., j,}, is dejned as 
(2.11) 
(2.12) ,Js = [det(& *** &)I”. 
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Proof. Note that det A is homogeneous of degree n in the xi. 
Further 
&detA= -f aui det &;uavi(-l~+u, 
3 u.v=l 
where the (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix .&, is obtained from A by removing 
the uth row and oth column. Repeating this procedure, one gets 
& det A = 1 1 uuGzwiy(u, m) det &,;,ta,Gz&(er, t)(-l)“+u+w+t, 
2 UiLW v#t 
where 
rl(u, 4 = 1, if u <w, 
-1, if u > w. 
In particular, (a”/aZj”) det A = 0. Differentiating n times, one ends 
up with 
(@/g 8%) detA = Js - Q.E.D. 
Since 1) +j II:, = (7T/Zipj)l”‘, we get 
D2 = sup fi (z,#“$ Jszs. 
z,,....z,>o j=l 
Now consider the function 
*(xl ,*-*3 Zk) = fi zyj lx Jz s s, j=l s 
defined on W = (R+)k. By Schwa&s inequality, 
$((zl~1>1’2,..~, (zk4J1’2)2 3 $(z1,*.-, 35) Il((4 ,***, CJ. (2.13) 
In other words, log # is a concave function of the log zj . Therefore, 
if the variational equations 
Upi = zj Js+ Jszs 
have a solution in W, # reaches its absolute maximum there. 
We show now that the variational equations have a unique solution 
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(modulo the trivial resealing zj + czj) if ]s > 0, 1 < p, < co. Firstly, 
the equality sign in Eq. (2.13) holds iff Js.zs = (const) Jsts . If Js > 0, 
this implies that xi = cti . Thus, modulo resealing, log # is strictly 
concave. 
Secondly, let zi approach the boundary of W; say xi N Wj with 
N-t CO and any real ocj . Let 
If Js > 0, * N NY; moreover, if 1 < pj < CO, y < 0 and # --+ 0 (unless 
9 = const. for all j, which again corresponds to the resealing). 
The results are summarized in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, and with the 
notation of Eqs. (2.11, 12), let the equations 
(2.14) 
have a solution for 0 < zi < CO. Then the constant D in Theorem 1 is 
given by 
and the equality sign in Eq. (2.2) holds for 
fi(x) = exp(--zjx2). (2.16) 
If 1 < pi < CO and JS > 0, the Eqs. (2.14) have a unique solution 
satisfying 0 < zi < 03 (module the resealing xi -+ czj). 
Remark. If Js = 0 for some S, Eqs. (2.14) may or may not have 
a solution and D may be finite or infinite. If JS > 0 and some pi = 1, 
Eq. (2.14) formahy leads to xj = co. If JS > 0 and some pi = co, 
Eq. (2.14) formally leads to zi = 0. In both cases this gives the right 
value for D. 
An important consequence of Theorem 5 is this: Normally one would 
apply Theorem 1 with fixed values of p, ,..., p, , but then the deter- 
mination of a1 ,..., zk from Eq. (2.14) may not be easy to do when k is 
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large. It may be much easier to fix the values of the zj , whence the pj 
are trivially given by Eq. (2.14). Eq. (2.15) then correctly gives the value 
of D for those pi . Examples of such usage are given in Section 5. 
2.4 A Generalization of Theorem 1 
THEOREM 6. Let m, n, k be integers with 0 < m < n, 1 < n < k + m. 
Let pi , 1 <j < k, satisfy 
k 
1 <P,<W, n-m < 1 l/p, <n. 
j=l 
Let fi , aj, 1 < j < k, be as in Theorem 1. Finally, let B be a nonnegative 
real, n x n matrix of rank m: 
k+m 
B,, = c zja,ja,j. 
i=k+l 
Then 
fj((d, x)) exp(--(x, Bx)) G E fi llfj l/pi 9 (2.17) 
j=l 
where the optimal constant E can be determined by restricting the fi to be 
Gaussians. 
If the equations 
UP~=~~J,Z~/~J~~~~ 1 GKk (2.18) 
(with S running over the n-point subsets of (I,..., k + m}) have a solution 
satisfying 0 < zj -=c co for 1 < j < k, E is given by 
and the equality sign in Eq. (2.17) holds if 
fj(tc) = exp(--zjx2), 1 <jGK. 
Proof. If Eqs. (2.18) have a solution, one can define p, , k + 1 < 
j <k + m, by Eq. (2.18) extended to k + 1 <j <k + m. Then 
Theorem 6 reduces to Theorems 1 and 5. 
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In the general case, Theorem 6 can be proved in the same way as 
Theorem 1, following the lines of Sections 2.1 and 2.2. During that 
operation, exp(-((x, Bx)) is kept fixed. Q.E.D. 
2.5 Young’s Inequality 
Theorems 1 and 5 contain the following special case, which gives 
the best possible improvement to Young’s inequality. 
(2.19) 
CP2 = pllP/p'llP', (2.20) 
where 1 < p, q, t < co, l/p + l/q + l/t = 2, l/p + l/p’ = 1. 
[Throughout the remainder of this paper we use the convention l/p’ = 
1 - l/p] The equality sign holds if 
f(x) = exp(-p’x2), g(x) = exp(-q’x2), h(x) = exp(-t’x2).(2.21) 
Eqs. (2.20, 21) can be immediately read off from Eq. (2.14-16). In 
Section 4 we shall show that (2.21) is essentially the only choice to obtain 
equality in (2.19). 
An equivalent form of Eq. (2.19) is 
Ilf*g iI7 G cpc,cT-llfil, /g 4. 
Repeated application of the last equation gives 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
where 1 <pi < co, x:j”=, ljpi = n - 1 + l/r. The constant in Eq. (2.23) 
is the best possible, the equality sign holding for 
J(x) = exp(-pj’x”). 
In Section 3 we shall show that the inequality (2.23) is reversed, if the 
exponents p, ,..., p, lie between 0 and 1. 
2.6 A Multi-Dimensional Version of Theorem 1 
Theorem 1 has been stated and proved for functions fj from Iwl + @. 
We now state a generalization of that theorem for functions from [WM + @. 
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THEOREM 7. With the same assumptions as in Theorem 1, let 
fj ELP9iM), 1 < j < K. Let {a&, 1 < i < M, 1 < j < K be vectors in 
KY. Then 
s d”x, *a* LQ*M @xM fih((alc x1),..., (ad, 4) < D fi llh IID5 , j=l j=l 
and D is determined by taking the supremum over Gaussian functions. 
Proof. We note that the rearrangement inequality, cf. Eq. (2.5), 
is not true for such integrals. However, the theorem easily follows from 
Theorem 1 by integrating first over x1 , then over x2 , etc. In this way 
one finds that the optimal Gaussians are of the form 
MXl 9..‘, ~4) = exp [ - El CP?] . 
Q.E.D. 
An open question is the following: Let Bl,..., Bk be k linear maps 
from RN to RM and let fi ,..., fk be functions in Lp5(R”). Let 
When can I be bounded by a constant times I-$=, 11 fi lIP5 and when is 
the optimal set of f’s Gaussian ? 
3. THE CONVERSE INEQUALITY 
This section is devoted to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8. Let pi, 1 <j<n, and r satisfy O<pj, r<l. Let 
cy=, l/pi = n - 1 + l/r. With I/p + l/P’ = 1, let 
c,z = I p /““/I p’ Il’P’. (3-l) 
Finally, let fj , 1 < j < n, be non-negative functions in LP$R). Then 
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The equality sign holds (for pi # 1) if 
fi(x) = exp( pj’x2). 
3.1 Preliminary Remarks 
It is sufficient to prove Theorem 8 for n = 2 (0 < P, q, r < 1, 
l/p + ll’q = 1 + l/r): 
llf*g IIT t W,CT~ Ilfll, llgll, ; 
the general case then follows by repeated application. 
A weaker form of Eq. (3.2) was found by Leindler [4]: 
(3.2) 
lIf*gllr 3 llfll,Ilgll* * (3.3) 
If p = 1, q = r and Eq. (3.2) is the same as Eq. (3.3). Thus we shall 
further restrict ourselves to 0 < p, q < 1. 
As in Section 2, we shall need a rearrangement inequality. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let f,g: R M-+F%+andZetO <r < 1. Then 
llf*glL 3 IIf* *g*llr* (3.4) 
Proof. If r = 1, Eq. (3.4) is a trivial equality. For 0 < r < 1 and 
f, h > 0, Holder’s inequality becomes 
s f(4 W dx 3 Ilfll, II h II/ . 
Hence 
Ilf*glL = inf IIf(~-~)g(y)h(r)d~xdMyIh(~c) >,o,IlU, = 11. (3.5) 
Note that r’ < 0. Define the symmetric increasing rearrangement *h 
ofhby 
*h = [(h-‘)*]-I. 
Then 11 *h /jr1 = (1 h (Ire . For A > 0, let 
W(X) = min[A, h(x)]; k,-‘(x) = A - kA(x). 
Then, as A + co 
hA(x) t h(x); A - kA*(x) t *k(x). (3.6) 
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We can assume, that ]I f * g j/r < co. But in that case, Leindler’s 
inequality (3.3) implies that f, g E Lx r\ LT. Then by the rearrangement 
inequality (2.5) and Eq. (3.6) together with monotone convergence, we 
have 
I f(x - Y> g(y) W d"x d"r 
z.T j-2 [A IlflIlllgll, - jSCx -yMWWd"~dM~] 
Z j+% [A Ilf* III llg* III - jf*Cx -y)g*(y) f@*(x) d”x @‘y] 
= 
s 
f *(x - y) g*( y)* h(x) d”x d”y, 
Eq. (3.4) now follows from Eq. (3.5). Q.E.D. 
A consequence of Proposition 9 is, that we can restrict ourselves to 
symmetric decreasing functions in proving Eq. (3.2). Then we can find 
sequences of simple step functions as in Eq. (2.6) such that 
Ilf”II,-Ilfll, 3 IIg%+I/gllq; f”(x) G f(X), i?(x) G &4- 
This means that it suffices to prove Eq. (3.2) for step functions of the 
form given in Eq. (2.6). 
We need the analogue of Proposition 3, which reads 
PROPOSITION 10. Let $j , I < j < K, be non-negative functions in 
Lp(W), 0 < p < 1. Then 
Proof. The first inequality follows from the fact that [I $ lip can be 
written as an infimum (cf. Eq. (3.5)); the second one is proved as in 
Proposition 3, where it should be noted that both inequalities encountered 
in that proof are reversed, Q.E.D. 
We also need some comparison between characteristic functions of 
balls and Gaussians, as in Proposition 4. It is true that Proposition 4 
remains valid for 0 < p < 1; however the direction of the inequality 
signs makes it quite useless here. In fact, no such simple trick seems to be 
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available now, and we are obliged to make a brutal computation of the 
volume of the intersection of two balls. 
PROPOSITION 11. Let va be the characteristic function of the ball 
(x E RM: 1 x / < a>, and let (with 0 <p, p, r < 1, l/p + I/p = 1 + l/r) 
Proof. Note that by the rearrangement inequality in Proposition 9 
hfN(QIb) < b?h&/~)lN; 
hence it suffices to show that 
lim [#M(a/b)]llM 3 C,C,C,* . 
A&m 
The intersection in RM of a ball with radius a centered at the origin 
and a ball with radius b centered at the point x can be thought of as the 
union of A4 - l-dimensional balls, each centered on the line connecting 
the origin with X. The greatest radius h(x) occurring among these balls is 
h(x) = min(a, b), 0 < x < j a2 - b2 11’2; 
h(x) = [-x4 + 2(a2 + b2) x2 - (a2 - b2)2]1’2/2x, 1 u-2 - b2 11’2 < x < a f  6; 
h(x) = 0, x>u+b. 
Then 
ha * qb)cx) - QMh(X)M 
(i.e., the Mth root of the ratio of both members goes to 1 as M--t co). 
In the same way 
11 % * Tb /II. - i2~1’r[ln~~{x1”h(x)}]M. 
The maximum on the right side is reached for 1 a2 - b2 Ill2 < x < 
a + b; hence 
= Q ryx{(x/a)““(x/b)““[-1 + 2(a2/x2 + bz/x2) - (a”/~” - b2/x2)2]““}. 
607/20/2-s 
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Let 
&$ B) = A-l’PB-I’@[-1 + 2(A + B) - (A - q21. 
Straightforward calculation gives that the unique solution to 
a+ a+ ---=o 
aA aB 
is given by 
A = d/&Y; B = rr’lqq’. 
Since [#M(a/b)]ll” -+ 00 for a/b -+ 0 or a/b -+ co, substitution of these 
values for A and B into $(A, B) must lead to the minimum over a/b of 
lim M-tm [#M(a/b)]ll”. The result is 
rnbn jil& [I/~(@)]“” = C,C,C,* . 
Q.E.D. 
3.2 Proof of Theorem 8 
Theorem 8 is now proved along the same lines as Theorem 1. Given 
step functions f, g as in Eq. (2.6), defineF(x, ,..., x~) [resp. G(x, ,..., x~)] 
as the Schwarz symmetrization of n,“=, f (xm) [resp. I-J,“==, g(x,)]; then 
F, G are as in Eq. (2.8). We have, by Proposition 9, 
(IIf* g IIvY” 3 II F * G IL . 
Hence, by Propositions 10 and 11, 
> (1M + 1)‘1I”‘+l’Q”K(C,C,c~,)~. 
The proof is again concluded by taking the Mth root. Q.E.D. 
The proof given above does not allow for a generalization of Theorem 8 
to a full analogue of Theorem 1, concerning K functions and n variables. 
In fact, a converse rearrangement inequality as in Proposition 9 only 
seems true if k = n + 1. (cf. the proof of Proposition 9). 
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3.3 A Limiting Case of Theorem 8 
Theorem 8 allows us to rederive a theorem due to PrCkopa [3, 51 and 
Leindler [4]. 
THEOREM 12 (Prekopa-Leindler). Let f, g > 0, f, g ELI@), and let 
X E (0, 1). Let 
h(x) E ess,s”pj(yjAg(&jl-A. 
Then h is measurable and 
II h 1’1 3 llfli,” IIB iI?. 
Proof. The measurability of h is proved in [lo]. Let f cn) (resp. gcla)) 
be a sequence of bounded functions of compact support which approach 
f (resp. g) in L1 norm and such that f(n)(x) <f(x), g(“)(x) <g(x), Vx. 
Defining htfl) using f cn) and gcn), one has that 11 hen) jjr < I/ h j/r , and 
hence it is sufficient to prove the theorem for bounded functions of 
compact support. For such functions 
h(x) = j+T hR(X), hR(X) = [I’ d&2jiR g(&)(l-A)R]l’(R-l), 
The interchange of the R limit and the integral is allowed by dominated 
convergence since the hR are uniformly bounded and their supports lie in 
some common compact set. 
Now for R > max(h-l, (1 - A)-l), let l/p = XR, l/q = (1 - h)R, 
I/r = R - 1, l/r’ = 2 - R. Using (3.2) one has, with t = R(R - I)-‘, 
II h, Ill >, (C,C,G)‘[~ llflIllA”[(l - 91 g llll(l-A)t~ 
When R -+ co, t + 1 and (C,C,Cr~)~ + A-” (1 - A)-(l-A). Q.E.D. 
Note, that PrCkopa and Leindler proved a slightly weaker form of 
Theorem 12, concerning sup instead of ess sup. Variants of their theorem 
were later found by Rinott [l l] and ourselves [12]. Much simpler proofs 
are possible without using Theorem 8 and these will be published in 
the Journal of Functional Analysis. 
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4. UNIQUENESS 
In this section we show that Eqs. (2.22) and (3.2) hold as equalities 
onIy if f and g are Gaussians. 
THEOREM 13. Let f(x) ELP(R), g(x) EL’+!), with either 1 <p, 
q < GO or 0 < p, q < 1. In the latter case, let f(x) > 0, g(x) > 0. Let 
1 + l/r = l/p + l/q, and let 
Then 
f(x) = A exp[--y 1 p’ 1(x - a)” + i 6x], 
g(x) = B exp[-y I 4’ I@ - 8)” + i W, 
(4.2) 
with constants y E Rf, cu,8,6~IW,andA,B~iW+,S=Oz~O<p,q<l;A, 
BE@ifp,q>l. 
Proof. If p, q > 1, the equality (4.1) implies that f > 0, g 3 0 
(apart from arbitrary multiplicative constants (see note added in proof)). 
Eq. (4.1) holds, iff there exists a function h ELM’ such that 
I dx dyf(x -Y) g(y) W = W,G Ilfll, II g lla II h llr, . (4.3) W= 
In fact, by Holder’s inequality the only possible choice for h is 
h = (const)( f * g)+‘7’. (4.4) 
Now let Eq. (4.3) b e satisfied for the triples f, g, h and fi , g, , h, . Then 
s dx dr du dwf(x - r>.fi(u - w - x + Y) dy)g,(w - Y) h(x) Mu - x) Iw4 
= (w,c,,)2 llfll, llh 111) llg II@ IIEl II4 II h 117, II 4 IIT, . 
Now first integrate over (x, y) and then over (u, v). Using Eq. (2.22), 
resp. Eq. (3.2), twice, this implies that, for almost all (u, a), Eq. (4.3) 
is satisfied for the triple f (x) fi(u - z, - x), g(x) g,(v - x), h(x) h(u - x). 
Therefore, this triple must satisfy an equation of the form (4.4), with 
the constant depending on (u, v). 
As a special choice, take 
fi(x) = exp(- 1 p’ 1 x2/2),g,(x) = exp( - / 4’ 1 x2/2), h,(x) = exp[--r(sgn r’)x2/2]. 
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Define 
&4 = f(x) exp(-- I P’ I x2/2), 
G(x) = g(x) exd- I 4’ I x2/2), 
H(x) = k(x)“lr exp(- 1 Y’ 1 x2/2). 
Then, for almost all (u, v), we have for almost all x 
H(x) exp(r’ux) 
= K(u, v) IR ~YF(x - Y> expW(~ - v)(x - r>l G(Y) exddd. (4.5) 
Define the two-sided Laplace transform by 
A(s) = IR dx A(x) ebsa. 
Since F, G, and H contain a Gaussian factor, their Laplace transforms 
are defined and analytic in the whole complex s-plane. Eq. (4.5) becomes 
A(s - r’u) = I+, v)qs - p’(u - v)) G(s - q’v). 
By a shift s + s + r’u, this becomes 
I?(s) = qu, v) P(s + p’t) qs - q’t), 
with 
t = v - d/q’. 
(4.6) 
Since fi does not depend on u and V, K(u, V) can only depend on t. 
Since p, (I? and I? are entire functions and are strictly positive for real 
arguments, one can take the second logarithmic derivative with respect 
to s and t of (4.6). One then finds that 
P(s) = D exp(ps2/p’ + &), 
e(s) = E exp(p.s2/q’ -I- ES), 
with constants D, E, CL, 8, E. With the inverse Laplace transform, this 
leads to Eq. (4.2). Q.E.D. 
Remarks. Obviously, the uniqueness of the Gaussians can be proved 
in the same way for multiple convolutions, as in Eq. (2.23) and Theorem 
8. However, the above proof fails for the general case of Theorem 1, if 
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k > 1z + 2. Then introduction of the Laplace transform in an equality 
like (4.5) does not lead to a simple product, as in Eq. (4.6). 
Theorem 14 does not extend to the case in which p or q is one. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
5.1 A Theorem of Nelson 
We are now in the position to give a simple proof of Nelson’s hyper- 
contractivity theorem [13]. On R, consider the Gaussian measure 
dp(x) = (2.rr)-l12 e-x2/2 dx, 
with the corresponding spaces ,P(R, CL). If f ELQ(R, I*), the map F(c), 
O<c<l,isdefinedby 
(~(Q)(X) = [2+1 - c2>p2 j-R exp [ - !$l~c$] f(r) 4. 
THEOREM 14. Let 1 < q < p < co. Then r(c) is a contraction from 
Lq(K CL) to Jw, I*) ;f 
c < [(!I - l)/(P - w2. (5.1) 
The contraction constant is 1. 
Proof. It has to be shown that 
(27~)-~(1 - c2)-1/2 J 
UP 
g(x) exp [ - 4 x2 - $‘l-:zi’J f(y) dx dy 
with l/p + l/p’ = 1. If we write 
F(x) = f(x) exp(--x%7), W-4 = g(x) ew(--x2/W, 
we are in the situation of Theorem 6; however, for that theorem to apply, 
the quadratic form 
--$+;xz+ (Y - 4” x2 
2(1 - c”) 2p’ 
must be non-negative definite. This is equivalent to the condition (5.1). 
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If it fails, one can choose Gaussians for F and G such, that the left side 
of Eq. (5.2) diverges. 
Now let us assume (5.1) to hold. If we put f(x) = exp(--x2/2), 
g(x) = exp(-/3x2/2), th e ratio of the left and right sides of Eq. (5.2) is 
((ap’ + l)““‘(& + l)““[CXj3(1 - c”) + 01 + /3 + l]-l}“z. (5.3) 
This expression reaches an extremum if 
(ap’ + 1)-l = [fi(l - c”) + l][C$(l - c”) + c1 + p + 11-l; 
(“4 + l)-’ = [ol(l - c”) + l][@(l - 8) + Q: + p + 11-l. 
It is ensured by the general concavity argument in Section 3.3 that any 
solution to these equations gives the absolute maximum; hence we can 
take OL = p = 0 and the maximal ratio of the left and right sides of 
Eq. (5.2) is 1. Q.E.D. 
5.2 The Anharmonic Crystal in Statistical Mechanics 
We consider a d-dimensional crystal of size L. This means that we 
have N = La particles. The equilibrium position of the nth particle 
is the vector n = (nl ,..., nd} E P, with 0 < nj <L - 1, j = l,..., d. 
The vector n labels the particles and the n’s are distinct. We assume that 
each particle has a one-dimensional motion with coordinate x, . Neigh- 
boring particles interact through a potential 4(x, - x,), (b(x) = 4(--x). 
Let us take periodic boundary conditions, that is, particles numbered 
(n, ,..., L - l,..., nd) and (n, ,..., 0 ,..., nd) interact. Fixing the center of 
mass, we define the partition function 
where the summation in the exponential extends over all pairs of nearest 
neighbours. We now apply Theorem 6, with the S-function playing the 
role of a fixed Gaussian. We get 
(5.4) 
Note, that we have chosen all exponents pi in Theorem 6 to be equal; 
then, by symmetry, the Gaussians giving the best constant E can all 
be taken the same. The condition on the p.,. in Theorem 6 now becomes 
N - 1 < Nd/p < N. 
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However, the expression on the right side of Eq. (5.4) contains 
y-(N-1)/2+Nd/2p as a factor; hence, the supremum is finite only if 
so that 
Ndjp = N - 1, 
ZN(+) d {II e-* ~IAw(N--l)lll e-“’ lINd/(~-d~~ ZN(X’). 
The partition function for the harmonic crystal, zN(x2), is easily computed 





qk = N-‘j2 C x, exp[2rri (n, k)/L], 
73 
wk = 2 [d - El CO@744], 
Hence 
k = {k, ,..., kd) EP, O<kj<L-1, 
.&(x2) = n (?++)“2. 
k#O 
For the free energy, 
f(4) = - $2 N--l log zN(#), 
this gives the lower bound 
f(4) 3 --d log II e-* lh - 4 log(42) 
+ B 1’ dk, ... 5,’ dk, log (d - 5 cos 2rkj). 
j=l 
Note added in proof. In the original version of Theorem 13 we did not include the 
term i8x in (4.2). We are indebted to J. Fournier for pointing out this oversight to us. 
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